18 states oppose joint employer definition favored by restaurants

California Attorney General Xavier Becerra has signed on to the letter asking the Department of Labor to change its standard for defining "joint employer." In contrast, the franchising and restaurant industries have pushed for a narrow, practical standard that lessens the chances a franchisor will be sued or sanctioned for the labor-law violations of franchisees.
New York City Council holds hearing on impact of restaurant delivery services

GrubHub and Uber Eats executives attended the session to discuss whether restaurants can push back against fraudulent charges and expensive fees.

Read more

Partner Content: Rare wage statement win for California employers

The court found that hypertechnical compliance is not necessary, but employers should still be careful to provide accurate information on wage statements.

Read more

WAND Digital Menu Solutions

We put you in control of your menu, and give you a simple way to create and edit professional digital menu boards for your restaurant.

Read more

INDUSTRY NEWS
Restaurants adapting to social media to get more customers to dine in

Instagram is packed with beautiful photos of food and decor. Restaurants are tapping in to this free marketing tool more often.  
Read more

As the minimum wage goes up, some small businesses downsize

Listen in as the "Greater LA" podcast discusses the fall-out of rapidly rising wages and how businesses and customers are responding.  
Listen now

American Walk In Coolers

Our coolers and freezers are ideal for use in a variety of commercial applications such as restaurants, cafeterias, breweries, and more! All insulated panels are a prefabricated modular construction designed for fast and easy assembly. Call now to speak with one of our design specialists at 800-430-4468.  
Read more

CRA NEWS
Ask CRA: Do I have to allow a customer's dog in my restaurant?

This is a new series where we feature real member questions and the solutions that we offer. If you have a question, call our Helpline at 800-765-4842 and we'll do our best to find you an answer!

Helpline: It's important to distinguish between a service animal and a pet. Per the ADA update in 2011, service animals are defined as “...animal(s) individually trained to do work or perform tasks for the benefit of an individual with a disability,” specifically dogs and, in rare cases, miniature horses. Legally, restaurants are not required to allow “emotional support” animals and pets on the premises. However, in 2014, Governor Brown signed **AB 1965**, which “permits dogs to join owners at the outdoor sections of food establishments, provided the canine companions are under control and not barred by a city ordinance or a restaurant owner.” So if you choose, you can allow pets on your restaurant patio if they aren't disruptive. Read our legal brief on the ADA access rules below for more information.
News You Need to Know: Bill would allow limited number of new liquor licenses

A bill making its way through the legislature would allow counties to issue a limited number of original liquor licenses. If it becomes law, it would help spur growth and job creation. Also learn about Cal Savers, a state retirement savings program for workers whose employers don't offer one.

Member News: What's trending on the LA food scene?

CRA member Tocaya, a vegan Mexican restaurant, has seen a big jump in online reviews. Maybe it's because the new seasonal menu includes gluten-free burritos and coconut churro bites!

Read more
CHECK OUT OTHER UPCOMING EVENTS AND REGISTER HERE.

WELCOME TO OUR NEWEST MEMBERS!

Restaurants
AFSK Foods, LLC dba Burgerim Hollywood; Aleena Investment dba Hampton Inn & Suites; Alhasani, Inc./Alhassany United Market, inc.; Balaji Hotels, Inc. dba Hampton Inn & Suites; Boardwalk Worldwide LLC, dba The Slip Bar & Eatery; Buddha's Belly Dev. Co. dba The Independence; Coral Cafe; Denny's - Oxnard #6774; Diwali Management dba Quality Inn San Diego; Dogz Bar & Grill; Ebuen, Inc. dba Good Day Cafe; EJ's Pub - Bixby Knolls; El Dorado Ridgecrest dba Vagabond Inn Pasadena; FVBFV, Inc. dba Fountain Bowl & Ozzie's Lounge; Grocery Outlet - Yucca Valley; JDC Food Services, Inc. dba Jack in the Box; Makai Poke; Manuel Villa Enterprises dba La Perla Tapatia; Medcafe Westwood LLC dba Skylight Gardens; Pacific Fiesta Market, LLC dba Pacific Market; Portillo's; SC Campbell LP dba Sushi Confidential; Schooner or Later; The Attic; The Gaslamp Restaurant & Bar; Thomas Hill Organics; Xevichez Sushi Bar

Service Providers
HROI a Paychex Company; O'Loughlin Trade Shows dba Northwest Food Show; Push Operations; Smart Pickle
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